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good morning ladies gentlemen welcome to                                        
ask the theologian on Tuesday second day                                        
a vacation bible school here in Taos New                                        
Mexico thanks for your prayers by the                                           
way got a new special for you because                                           
it's Tuesday this one has nothing to do                                         
with dispensationalists except that                                             
dispensationalists also love their                                              
country and dispensationalists also                                             
don't like communism and socialism and                                          
communism and socialism is taking over                                          
someone's recommended dish and i got to                                         
looking at it and I thought well good                                           
book it's actually kind of a classic I                                          
don't know where I've been all my life                                          
but the naked communists here this has                                          
got a few updates from its original in                                          
what the 1950s and you can get it for                                           
$20 and 21 cents how's that that's a 25%                                        
off I think if you just go to                                                   
dispensational publishing dot-com and                                           
you click the weekly special right there                                        
then you'll save 25% on all that hey                                            
while you're there you'll also want to                                          
click the blog button because on the                                            
blog we have a new seven part series is                                         
just started today land that I love by                                          
my friend and author Nathan burr he's                                           
not yet published for us yet but we're                                          
working on it                                                                   
and you can read that this series                                               
actually was written a number of years                                          
ago and yet he is putting it out again                                          
and it's so good I thought I want to put                                        
it out as well so he gave us permission                                         
to do that now let's take your biblical                                         
theological and worldview questions very                                        
excited always to do so and we will                                             
start out with Scott in the hill country                                        
of Texas and Scott says why is the lxx                                          
important and how much did the New                                              
Testament writers actually depend upon                                          
it given the evidence we have in the                                            
majority text okay the lxx as most of                                           
you know that is the Roman                                                      
for 70 and it is often called the                                               
Septuagint when we write it on in paper                                         
often we abbreviate the 70 septa                                                
Septuagint and put that as the lxx the                                          
Septuagint of course is the Greek                                               
translation of the New Testament now                                            
there's actually a great degree of                                              
debate upon how much the New Testament                                          
writers actually depended upon it I                                             
personally think that they did not                                              
depend upon it nearly as much as the                                            
scholars tell us they depended upon it a                                        



couple of things that that are of                                               
interest as it is first of all the                                              
Septuagint does give us evidence of the                                         
age of the Old Testament the antiquity                                          
of the Old Testament I guess we should                                          
say because we know that the Septuagint                                         
goes back 100 200 years prior to the                                            
time of Christ                                                                  
and that it was an acceptable and often                                         
used translation of the Hebrew                                                  
Scriptures in the days of Christ and                                            
that there was when people were writing                                         
in Greek they sometimes in the New                                              
Testament they sometimes quoted from the                                        
Septuagint now you may not know that                                            
until after 1948 with the discovery of                                          
the Dead Sea Scrolls the Septuagint was                                         
the oldest manuscript that we have                                              
actually had but we knew that it was a                                          
translation so we knew there were older                                         
manuscripts out there old manuscripts                                           
that were out there now although that                                           
neither here nor there the writers of                                           
the New Testament were writers who spoke                                        
Hebrew wrote Greek they spoke Hebrew                                            
because they were Jewish and the Jewish                                         
people spoke Hebrew even this past                                              
Sunday we were in the book of Acts we                                           
saw Paul giving his defence and he says                                         
in Greek 2                                                                      
the chief captain of the guards he says                                         
hey in Greek he says you know can I talk                                        
to you I would like to be able to talk                                          
to the people and the scripture says oh                                         
we're surprised you speak Greek                                                 
why would they be surprised you speak                                           
Greek doesn't everybody speak Greek                                             
isn't that the language of the day no                                           
it's not                                                                        
and so Paul the Jew they were surprised                                         
he spoke Greek then he turned and talked                                        
to the people in Hebrew because Hebrew                                          
is what the people spoke by the way not                                         
even Aramaic they kind of the scholars                                          
want to convince us that the Hebrew                                             
language was sort of a dead language by                                         
the time that Jesus came along that is                                          
absolutely not true Jesus Peter James                                           
John when they were sitting around                                              
eating fish they were talking to one                                            
another in Hebrew this is what they did                                         
so why then would they switch and use                                           
Greek as the translation from which they                                        
read the scriptures they didn't Jesus                                           
was in the synagogue at Nazareth and he                                         
pulls from the scroll and he opens it up                                        
and he reads it well what scroll was                                            
that a Greek scroll not in a million                                            
years it was a Hebrew scroll that he was                                        
reading there and the people understood                                         
what he was saying because they spoke                                           
Hebrew Hebrew was their preferred                                               



language it was their native language it                                        
was their heart languages some people                                           
call it today and so the role then of                                           
the Septuagint was not really in the                                            
daily lives of the Hebrew people during                                         
the times of Jesus or during the times                                          
of the writings of the of the New                                               
Testament now where it did come into                                            
play is that these writers many of them                                         
knew that they needed to write in the                                           
language that was broader than just the                                         
Land of Israel and therefore they did                                           
write in Greek and writing in Greek                                             
when you quote a scripture sometimes you                                        
would go and you would quote it from                                            
from the Septuagint now even when you                                           
have these quotes of the Septuagint we                                          
go back to the Septuagint and we say                                            
that's not an exact quote and we often                                          
run into that when we go back in the                                            
English we say well here he quoted and                                          
then I go back you know Romans chapter                                          
10 what is it whoever calls upon the                                            
Lord will not be ashamed and you get                                            
into the Old Testament notice he mixed                                          
that up New Testament says whoever calls                                        
upon the name of the Lord will be saved                                         
and the Old Testament says whoever calls                                        
upon the Lord will not be ashamed now                                           
what do you have there I think what this                                        
proves and our friends Brian Ross and                                           
David Reed are actually doing a work on                                         
this this proves that the Word of God                                           
exists without a verbatim identic                                               
allottee that's Brian's word and the the                                        
sometimes the necessity that we create                                          
to have a verbatim identical T so many                                          
people would even say a spelling identic                                        
allottee you know that if you spell                                             
Savior in the modern way rather than in                                         
the ancient way it's not really the                                             
Savior that's some kind of pagan                                                
something and they go off in all sorts                                          
of ways I think we see from the usage of                                        
the Septuagint when it is used by                                               
biblical writers in the New Testament we                                        
see that they didn't always do it you                                           
know with verbatim identic ality that is                                        
when they were actually in writing i                                            
would say that it probably has only been                                        
in recent modern history and by recent                                          
let's say a hundred years that the                                              
academic world has begun to insist that                                         
absolutely everything down to the letter                                        
has to be carried out when you're                                               
quoting or referring to something and                                           
this is why even today you know you'll                                          
have to use the                                                                 
a little Latin term si si sick that's                                           
sick when somebody has some sick grammar                                        
in there and you want to say huh it's                                           
theirs it's not mine                                                            



sick now that says that's the way they                                          
did it it's not the way I would have                                            
said it that's the way they did it now                                          
I again I think this academic demand for                                        
that is something new upon modern                                               
society I think in ancient days you know                                        
a hundred years ago and prior all those                                         
years before all of human history                                               
basically it is did you communicate that                                        
which was there we see some of that now                                         
be careful there because I don't want                                           
you to interpret that thing as saying uh                                        
yeah well we'll take the NIV we'll take                                         
the ESV we'll take the home and Chris                                           
from Standard Bible excuse me it's not                                          
the Christian it's no longer the                                                
standard now it's the Christian Standard                                        
Bible they drop the Holman probably                                             
because he was a slave holder but I'm                                           
not really sure actually Holman was to                                          
people you may not know that but I know                                         
my Baptist history and it was mm-hmm                                            
I've forgotten Broadus Manley was the                                           
man of hole man and anyway boom save                                            
that for another day                                                            
so we need to look and see okay what is                                         
the Word of God on that particular issue                                        
but I think you have the evidence of the                                        
majority texts that don't necessarily                                           
align perfectly with the Septuagint                                             
tells us that the Septuagint was a                                              
translation it was not an inspired                                              
translation it was a translation and you                                        
look at translations like you would look                                        
at any translation and say okay I want                                          
to make sure they translated that                                               
correctly and carried through on that                                           
excellent thanks for being a good                                               
student of the word there we should                                             
study a little more one of these days                                           
some of these things about translation                                          
issues again Brian Ross has done a great                                        
job on that and                                                                 
guess this is Brian Ross day let me just                                        
say that we just got some very good news                                        
that we have a donor that is going to                                           
fund the writing of the Grace history                                           
projects some of you have heard the                                             
video of the grace history project it's                                         
not in writing it's not in book form and                                        
it needs to be it's such good stuff but                                         
it's such a huge volume of stuff and of                                         
research that it takes a little cash to                                         
put someone on the research and the                                             
writing end of that and of course Brian                                         
has other things to do and can't spend                                          
full time doing that and so now we have                                         
got that going for vol 1 that is a work                                         
that is just beginning so we'll have it                                         
out by 4:30 this afternoon or 4:30 some                                         
afternoon we shall see from Steve and                                           
Steve H I assume and Katie good to see                                          



you if I interpreting the H correctly                                           
let's see can you comment on the                                                
European white Jesus Shaun King whoever                                         
he is I hadn't heard of him til now                                             
either thinks the white supremacist                                             
statues should all come down if you've                                          
been following the news last 24-hour                                            
news cycle you see that Shaun King who I                                        
just heard him introduced today anyway                                          
as a leftist what is he he's a leftist                                          
tweeter that's what he does he he tweets                                        
leftist propaganda and he has recently                                          
come out saying that Jesus was a white                                          
European and all statues of him are                                             
representations of all statues of Jesus                                         
are representations of white supremacy                                          
there's a couple of things I think about                                        
this first of all I wonder why and this                                         
is a flaw of journalism why Shaun King                                          
whoever he is and what he thinks becomes                                        
a news article Shaun King holds no                                              
position as far as I know Shaun King I                                          
don't know if he's in his mother's                                              
basement eating Cheetos and writing                                             
stupid things or what his life is I                                             
don't know if he's educated or                                                  
uneducated I don't know if he has good                                          
thoughts or bad thoughts and this one                                           
which is a dumb thought I don't know if                                         
he's ever read a book I don't know                                              
anything about him now obviously                                                
somebody probably does know something                                           
about him I suppose he has a Twitter                                            
following but you know I get                                                    
advertisements all the time about how                                           
you can have 10,000 Twitter followers by                                        
the time the days over just send in you                                         
know your your check they'll get you the                                        
Twitter followers so why isn't some                                             
journalist saying who really cares what                                         
Shaun King thinks you know I'm going to                                         
tell you what I think about what Shaun                                          
King thinks here in just a moment and                                           
it's not going to become a part of the                                          
news the you know of all the CNN and the                                        
Fox News and whatever you know whoever                                          
out there so-called journalism                                                  
they're not going to come and say well                                          
you know Randy white refutes Shaun King                                         
that's not news because if you want to                                          
know what Randy White has to say you can                                        
come and ask Randy white what he has to                                         
say and it's the same with Shaun King so                                        
things like that always                                                         
they tell me they tell me two things one                                        
is that the media has an agenda and so                                          
they'll find their the the boy who carry                                        
the water for him and you know he says                                          
something and it oh yeah yeah yeah and                                          
they jump on it and they pass that and                                          
spread that all around and then the                                             
so-called                                                                       



conservative or nonce on mainstream                                             
media whoever that is they look over and                                        
say oh there's a news story over here it                                        
was a fake news story created from the                                          
beginning and then let's take the Fox                                           
News then the Fox News looks over and                                           
says oh they're talking about this we've                                        
got a report on it it's now news                                                
well that is playing into the hands of                                          
the non journalists and the fake news                                           
every now and then I'll look down on the                                        
Fox News app and what I see is what they                                        
call news is what somebody on Sean                                              
Hannity's program said about something                                          
that's not news it's some guy's opinion                                         
and half of their app is you know                                               
whatever somebody on one of their                                               
programs it's a it's it's a brochure to                                         
get you to follow more their their                                              
programming that's what it is it's a                                            
sales piece that's all of this so Sean                                          
King the same it doesn't matter if                                              
you're in the leftist or in the you know                                        
Fox News which is certainly not                                                 
conservative but it's not CNN either you                                        
put all this together all that just                                             
tells me there's a dearth of journalism                                         
today is there no news happening in the                                         
world so that you you you asked our                                             
Twitter trying to find stupid things                                            
said by people whoever they are and make                                        
a news story out of that I just think                                           
journalists ought to get a job and put                                          
out something that's actually news like                                         
news typically you know it was a                                                
something happened you know somebody                                            
somebody showed up here they did this                                           
and blah blah blah blah and this is what                                        
happens now news is Sean King has shared                                        
his opinion                                                                     
well his opinions not worth a warm                                              
bucket of spit but then we ought to take                                        
and look and say okay is there does he                                          
have any kind of any kind of facts to                                           
let's let's pretend like we knew Sean                                           
King                                                                            
okay it personally I think it is a                                              
made-up news story to bring about an                                            
agenda so no need necessarily to                                                
interact but if we knew Sean King we                                            
might say hey buddy read a book what's                                          
up here so Sean King comes and he talks                                         
about the war European white Jesus                                              
now I don't know if he is so utterly                                            
brain-dead that he does not know that                                           
Jesus is Jewish                                                                 
I I suppose that and I haven't read the                                         
tweet or or his opinions on this                                                
I suppose that Shawn King hates Jews                                            
would be my guess                                                               
and that he does not believe that Jews                                          
are of of Abrahamic origin rather he                                            



probably believes remember that a few                                           
years ago worked for Reuters I believe                                          
what was her name Helen she was I think                                         
a hundred and forty-two years old when                                          
she got fired from Reuters little                                               
remember Helen and somebody asked her                                           
that we're asking her about Israel that                                         
surely called it Palestine and her                                              
belief that the Jews up to just you know                                        
hand that over to the Arabs who actually                                        
you know it was their property that the                                         
Jews stole that was her viewpoint and so                                        
they said well what about the Jews and                                          
you remember what she said was well they                                        
can go back to Europe where they came                                           
from now she actually got fired for it                                          
and of course she was 142 she had had a                                         
career but now we can't remember                                                
anything but redheaded Helen and                                                
redheaded Helen the fake news journalist                                        
moyers who got fired she believed that                                          
those Jews in Israel they're not really                                         
descendants of Abraham go back to Europe                                        
where you came from so I think this                                             
European white Jesus thing says that                                            
Shawn King is anti-semitic it says that                                         
he does not believe that the Jewish                                             
people ever even lived in Israel it says                                        
that he probably thinks that Jesus was a                                        
fictitious character in the beginning or                                        
if he                                                                           
ever existed it was from European                                               
Europeans who created this thing called                                         
Judaism my guess is he denies all sorts                                         
of history in the Middle East now I may                                         
be totally wrong if somebody knows I'm                                          
totally wrong just go ahead and tell me                                         
here I could be totally wrong but that's                                        
that's my guess is it's a revisionist                                           
history of Israel and if you get down to                                        
it he would align with the Palestinians                                         
and believes that the Jews have no place                                        
in Israel never had a place in Israel                                           
and so he might even be a Holocaust                                             
denier as well all of that from hearing                                         
somebody say something as dumb as a                                             
European white Jesus because the truth                                          
is that Jesus was not European and Jesus                                        
never went to Europe and that Jesus was                                         
not white and I heard something about                                           
his European mother as well I don't even                                        
know where that came from even if you                                           
take Jesus coming to or his mother                                              
excuse me living in Ephesus the                                                 
tradition that she moved to Ephesus                                             
later even that is not your up that's                                           
Asia so you know what's up with that                                            
so then the issue of these statues                                              
should come down any statues or artwork                                         
of this European white Jesus what he's                                          
saying is the white people made up this                                         
Jesus in order to suppress the oppressed                                        



people of the world and keep them you                                           
know down and serving and giving their                                          
money and all this kind of stuff now we                                         
could go into some Catholic history                                             
there and have some fun discussions                                             
probably as history unfolds but I I                                             
would suppose that what he is against is                                        
Western civilization and though he                                              
probably I'm going to guess with a name                                         
like King he probably is a prod                                                 
of Western civilization and he has                                              
benefited greatly from Western                                                  
civilization and now he wants to ride                                           
the coattails of the death of Western                                           
civilization so that he can promote his                                         
own worldview which is probably going to                                        
be about as successful as Chaz chopped                                          
whatever it is out there you know the                                           
summer of love that's gone really well                                          
hasn't it and that's kind of the                                                
worldview these and get course I know                                           
they were just it was it was just the                                           
wrong people at Chad's chop and if it                                           
had been the right people it would have                                         
worked fine it was just the wrong person                                        
got in there I know I understand that                                           
because I was born yesterday and just                                           
fell off the turnip truck their whole                                           
worldview is they hate Western                                                  
civilization I actually think by the way                                        
that those of you who have children                                             
should oh let's say enroll them in the                                          
John Nelson Darby Academy because we                                            
teach Western civilization and I think                                          
that what we're seeing today is the                                             
result of Shawn King going to schools                                           
that didn't give him a history book that                                        
didn't give him any kind of grounding in                                        
the world and gave him force-fed him                                            
this worldview that he's got and now                                            
he's going to create the idea of a                                              
European white Jesus in order to to to                                          
paint Christianity as oppressive and                                            
that's what they need to do Marxist I                                           
think we talked about this in a                                                 
different format the other day but                                              
Marxist need and oppressed people they                                          
don't care who does the oppressing if                                           
the oppressing can be fake European                                             
white Jesus if the oppressive the                                               
oppressing could be the Catholic Chur                                           
or Christianity in general communism                                            
remember went up against that and then                                          
they don't care it can be Donald Trump                                          
you know Winston Churchill Andrew                                               
Jackson ulysses s grant we don't care                                           
it's just somebody we will fake it as if                                        
they oppressed these people and what we                                         
need is enough people to feel oppressed                                         
and when enough people feel oppressed                                           
they will come together and turn and                                            
rise up against these things                                                    



what they want is a Bolshevik Revolution                                        
and you create a Bolshevik Revolution by                                        
creating Bolsheviks I guess by creating                                         
people who you know feel like they've                                           
been used and abused all these years and                                        
now they're gonna go stick it to the man                                        
and so Sean King's at work whoever is is                                        
a work to create you know the this this                                         
kind of oppression and he's going to use                                        
this fake Jesus that he has created and                                         
that fake Jesus is it wouldn't matter                                           
honestly is it a fake Jesus is it a fake                                        
Churchill is it a fake Teddy Roosevelt                                          
is it fake Aunt Jemima we don't care we                                         
don't even care if it's true this is                                            
their point of view we don't we don't                                           
care anything about Aunt Jemima                                                 
we don't care anything about Jesus we                                           
don't care anything about Winston                                               
Winston he'll church what was that don't                                        
know they don't care all they know is                                           
that represents the past and Western                                            
civilization and that is the enemy and                                          
so they are going to run through and you                                        
know carry that out which is why by the                                         
way that you ought to get this week's                                           
special which has nothing to do with                                            
dispensationalism but it does have to do                                        
some worldview stuff the naked                                                  
communists exposing communism and                                               
restoring freedom                                                               
and if you get the $2 glasses from                                              
dispensational publishing you'll also be                                        
able to read what Ronald Reagan says you                                        
will be alarmed you will be informed you                                        
will be glad you heard Ronald Reagan                                            
40th President of the United States                                             
let's see Ben Carson says the naked                                             
communist lays out the whole progressive                                        
plan there it is right there by I don't                                         
know how you say his name Cleo's Goosen                                         
perhaps and again this was written in                                           
the in the 50s                                                                  
let's see 1958 was the original and then                                        
they have come out and they have added                                          
some things to it it's got a preface by                                         
Ronald Reagan and excuse me I may be                                            
wrong on that it just speaks of some                                            
things Reagan said about the book but                                           
and it's got some additional information                                        
for those of you who read it in the 50s                                         
you can check check that out ah so Bob                                          
says an article about Shaun King in The                                         
Daily wire today he's an insurrectionist                                        
aligning with Bernie Sanders of Laketown                                        
yeah okay it sounded like an                                                    
insurrectionist kind of thing again I'm                                         
not even sure he knows who Jesus was but                                        
that's somebody we can use for the                                              
oppression of the masses and that's the                                         
that's the line that's the agenda that's                                        
the talking points that we've got to get                                        



across and so that's what we'll do now                                          
you know in my own community I am                                               
interested in this I'm I almost want to                                         
get me a statue of Jesus and put it up                                          
just just for the fun of watching what                                          
wouldn't happen                                                                 
I wonder if Shawn King who obviously is                                         
two sandwiches shy of a picnic here if                                          
Shawn King might have pushed too far                                            
is American society ready to blame Jesus                                        
there are people in American society                                            
even right here in Taos New Mexico                                              
definitely and those are kind of the                                            
vocal ones that do it typically they're                                         
white hippies                                                                   
and so if I put up a statue of Jesus out                                        
here okay the white hippies come the                                            
Shaun King types the uber leftists they                                         
begin to topple the statue I'd like to                                          
get a real heavy one by the way maybe                                           
Jesus holding the book The Naked                                                
communist I don't know I think we could                                         
Commission an artist to do that                                                 
something that when he falls it might                                           
beat them on the head and beat some                                             
sense into them but when that happens do                                        
the we have a very large European                                               
community here that came here five                                              
hundred years ago from Spain does that                                          
European Spaniard community which is                                            
very steeped in Catholicism do they                                             
allow the toppling of a Jesus statue my                                         
guess is that at some point the there's                                         
a lot of people who come up and say we                                          
will topple you you will not topple                                             
Jesus we have in our town down at the                                           
Plaza there is a statue of a man named                                          
Padre Martinez and Padre Martinez father                                        
Martinez the Catholic priest that came                                          
to town and established a Catholic                                              
school and established lots of work by                                          
the way let me tell you someday about                                           
the Baptist missionary that came and                                            
started to school and died for lack of                                          
funding from other Baptists around and                                          
ended up going away I've often wondered                                         
what would have happened if schooling in                                        
Taos New Mexico had been done by the                                            
Baptist's instead of by the Catholics if                                        
you would have had two or three or four                                         
or five generations of Baptist schooling                                        
instead of Catholic schooling what                                              
difference would that have made                                                 
would they have that Baptist missionary                                         
statue out there I doubt it but it could                                        
have made a huge difference in parts                                            
like this and there's some of those                                             
educational things we've really ought to                                        
consider more deeply but Potter Martinez                                        
I often wonder are they gonna I think in                                        
the topple his statue or is the vast                                            
majority of this Catholic community                                             



going to say no we don't do that I'm                                            
sure they could come up with something                                          
about padre Martinez as haciendas over                                          
there and he had you know of people that                                        
weren't paid a living wage and blah blah                                        
blah and all of us and he was oppressive                                        
to the natives and everything else they                                         
could say it doesn't even have to be                                            
true and I don't know anything I don't I                                        
don't know anything about Potter                                                
Martinez except his houses over there in                                        
the statues right there and he has a                                            
road named after him so but you you                                             
create someone you take someone like                                            
that and you say that they were a press                                         
of oppressive and that's the reason we                                          
are oppressed today then you eradicate                                          
all of that as why the Communists were                                          
allergic to religion okay I got lots of                                         
questions I shouldn't talk so long on                                           
those questions should i let's see here                                         
I've got to get to some scripture to                                            
take the next question here okay there                                          
we go I'm set up now first Corinthians                                          
chapter 15 and verse 20 and there we go                                         
first Corinthians 15:29 could this is                                           
from cliff in Ontario could 1st                                                 
Corinthians 15:29 before referring to                                           
the baptism of suffering mentioned by                                           
Christ in Matthew 10:35 through 39 or                                           
Luke 12 50 per haps this is why Paul                                            
adds in the mention adds this in the                                            
mention of the suffering and this                                               
passage so first Corinthians 15:29                                              
else what                                                                       
shall they do which are baptized from                                           
the dead if the dead raise not at all                                           
why are they baptized for the dead now I                                        
saw that somebody in a a rightly                                                
dividing camp recently had something out                                        
about this and I did not watch it some                                          
of you may have and I can't even                                                
remember who it was at the time but he                                          
may have something good to say about                                            
this before I go to Matthew 10 and Luke                                         
12 to just compare those I my immediate                                         
reaction is to say I don't think I would                                        
put the connection with the baptism of                                          
suffering that Jesus mentions to what is                                        
given here I think and I learned a                                              
little bit from Bollinger on this in his                                        
book on how to study know how to enjoy                                          
the Bible we were working very slowly on                                        
putting a DPH provision out of that we                                          
don't have it yet but we do selled Lee                                          
the old original book the only reason                                           
we're working on updating that is                                               
because he has some language in there                                           
that is so out of date that it's                                                
beginning to make the book a little                                             
difficult so we're trying to freshen it                                         
up a little bit just by some grammatical                                        



changes is all we're doing on that one                                          
but nonetheless he describes how you                                            
have to have the scope of the passage                                           
before you can interpret the the                                                
particular passage and the particular                                           
passage has to go with the scope of the                                         
passage otherwise you're going to end up                                        
with this quilt work of theology I think                                        
in the scope of the passage 1st                                                 
Corinthians 15 of course is about the                                           
resurrection and so he does bring this                                          
argument again those who are baptized                                           
for the dead if the dead rise not at all                                        
why are they baptized for the dead now I                                        
think what he does is he points to                                              
something that has happened mean people                                         
are being baptized for the dead I think                                         
this is in a Jewish setting that people                                         
are being bad                                                                   
for the dead I personally I don't think                                         
he is promoting that idea I don't he                                            
doesn't tell us anything else about that                                        
idea                                                                            
he doesn't instruct that kind of idea I                                         
think that he's he's looking and giving                                         
an illustration he says look there's                                            
some people baptized for the dead and                                           
yet these people are also saying there                                          
is no resurrection of the Dead why be                                           
baptized for the dead his point is is                                           
the resurrection real or not his                                                
evidence is these people think it's real                                        
these Jews think it's real why do they                                          
think it's real and he's using even some                                        
some can we say strange tactics to to                                           
pull that argument in and basically to                                          
say hey I'm not the only person that                                            
believes in the resurrection of the Dead                                        
here's your Jewish friends who also                                             
believe in the resurrection of the Dead                                         
now let me bring up my notes on this                                            
particular passage and first Corinthians                                        
15:29 I said here we have one of the                                            
most problematic passages of the Bible                                          
does Paul mean that number one                                                  
Christians were being baptized for the                                          
dead if so this implies some kind of                                            
merit act of baptism further there's                                            
nothing in historical record that shows                                         
this at practice until much much later                                          
in Christian history an incidental                                              
argument since historical record is not                                         
needed to confirm Scripture number two                                          
it could mean or does Paul mean that                                            
pagan people were being baptized for the                                        
dead the purpose of bringing the pagans                                         
into the argument would be mysterious                                           
number three could he mean there is an                                          
immersion for the dead and martyrdom now                                        
this gets a little closer to what - that                                        
Cliff is saying this would connect verse                                        
30 verse 30 why stand we in jeopardy                                            



every hour this would connect verse 30                                          
but doesn't fully satisfy the grammar of                                        
the text as in why are they what what                                           
what what shall I see                                                           
let me read this correctly what shall                                           
they do which are immersed                                                      
for the dead that is to say that what                                           
shall they do that they're martyred the                                         
the point of number three there is maybe                                        
he's talking about martyrdom that I                                             
think again goes into the baptism of                                            
suffering and say hey why are people                                            
willing to be martyred to be immersed                                           
into death if there's no resurrection                                           
for the dead and would be a good point                                          
by the way to say if if there's no                                              
payoff don't stand up for martyrdom how                                         
ridiculous to be a martyr if all you're                                         
going to do is die find it find a better                                        
plan number four could he be saying that                                        
people are baptized because of the                                              
testimony of now dead believers that is                                         
to say what shall they do which are                                             
baptized for the dead in the sense of                                           
you know what my neighbor told me about                                         
these things                                                                    
I always rejected them but now my                                               
neighbor is dead and on his behalf I                                            
think he's right and now for him not in                                         
the sense of of substitution but for him                                        
and his cause I'm going to be baptized                                          
okay this only marginally works                                                 
grammatically and doesn't fit the                                               
argument of the proof of the                                                    
resurrection                                                                    
number five people are being could he                                           
mean that people are being baptized to                                          
associate themselves with all believers                                         
even the dead ones well that's a stretch                                        
grammatically and not what one would                                            
easily read from the text okay we                                               
continue it's interesting to note that                                          
Paul speaks of they which are baptized                                          
for the dead not including himself in                                           
the end it seems to me that number one                                          
we are not able to be fully persuaded of                                        
the exact content of the baptism for the                                        
dead                                                                            
number two the argument is intact                                               
baptism for the dead would be useless if                                        
there is no resurrection and the                                                
resurrection is what's in view in this                                          
passage number three there is no                                                
instruction for                                                                 
baptism of the dead in this nor any                                             
passage is it possible that the last                                            
phrase displays the entire scenario as                                          
without merit                                                                   
even without the resurrection is Paul                                           
saying some of you are baptized for the                                         
dead which would be meaningless if the                                          
dead are not raised but why are you                                             



baptized from the dead so that last                                             
phrase why are they and I should have                                           
used the his pronoun there why are they                                         
baptized for the dead that he's actually                                        
asking saying he going back to where I                                          
started to say yeah there are some                                              
people who are baptized for the dead                                            
cuckoo but at least they believe in a                                           
resurrection now why are they baptized                                          
for the dead what's up with that and he                                         
moves on and from that then let me also                                         
take let's look at Luke chapter 12 verse                                        
50 but I have a baptism to be baptized                                          
with and how I am straightened till it                                          
be accomplished straightened by the way                                         
notice that it's not ght it's                                                   
STR AIT that is like the strait of                                              
gibraltar that is this is my                                                    
accomplishment and that is my baptism                                           
that I am to be baptized with which was                                         
a martyrdom so I think then that looking                                        
at that in the mark passage speaks of                                           
the same thing I think that that                                                
approach is this number 3 that I                                                
mentioned that it's the the immersion                                           
for the dead the baptism for the dead                                           
has to do with martyrdom and so he adds                                         
this into the suffering of the passage                                          
now that probably does fit verse 30 the                                         
best again verse 30 which so they do                                            
that are baptized for the dead and why                                          
stand we in jeopardy every hour although                                        
you can separate those and I                                                    
particularly I do you can separate those                                        
and he's saying                                                                 
what a dumb idea be baptized I don't                                            
even think there's a baptism for the                                            
dead it's a good thing but there are                                            
people who do it and what a dumb idea                                           
would be to do it if resurrection                                               
doesn't exist and why would we stand in                                         
jeopardy over the resurrection because                                          
that's what they keep attacking us why                                          
do that if there is no resurrection so                                          
his point is one two three four five                                            
over and over to prove there is a                                               
resurrection from the dead and some of                                          
the other things like baptism for the                                           
dead are used as an illustration but                                            
incidental and I would want to be                                               
careful not to make the journey there                                           
and miss the point of he wants us to                                            
recognize the resurrection thanks for                                           
your good word there Greg over in North                                         
Carolina what language did they use did                                         
probably you know you go to let's say                                           
you go to Europe today a small European                                         
country and in your circle of friends                                           
that you're going you would be able to                                          
find obviously people who spoke a number                                        
of different languages there who speak a                                        
different language and and you know                                             



we've often heard it said that you know                                         
Americans are the only ones that can't                                          
speak four or five languages and I do                                           
believe in the study of language by the                                         
way but that is often used to say oh my                                         
goodness you know what what what                                                
low-lives we are that we can't even                                             
speak more than one language and I would                                        
just say well actually we are blessed                                           
that everybody else is trying to learn                                          
our language so why would we                                                    
we don't have the need to do all that                                           
now in ancient Israel there were three                                          
if not four languages that very commonly                                        
were spoken in in Judea Galilee they                                            
certainly spoke Hebrew Hebrew was the                                           
what's the term for it lingua franca it                                         
was the common language the ever man's                                          
language they spoke Hebrew then there is                                        
Greek that was spoken typically in a                                            
business context if you're doing a                                              
contract it's probably going to be in                                           
Greek Latin was spoken in a governmental                                        
context so we would expect that the                                             
Roman soldiers would speak Latin and                                            
then maybe some Aramaic was spoken                                              
probably was but Aramaic is kind of a                                           
cousin to Hebrew anyway so you've got                                           
those languages now Jews interacting                                            
with Romans I I suspect we'll see this                                          
perhaps a little bit more as we continue                                        
in John because we're going to get into                                         
some interaction of Jesus with the some                                         
some Roman soldiers eventually I suspect                                        
that the Romans spoke Hebrew and that in                                        
the everyday interaction they probably                                          
did a lot of that but let's go back to                                          
acts again and the the interaction we                                           
had there there we see Paul speaking                                            
Greek to the captain of the guard Acts                                          
chapter 22 and that might suggest that                                          
the Jewish people when they were                                                
speaking to the Roman captain of the                                            
guard this is you know thirty years                                             
later than the time of Jesus but I don't                                        
suppose a changes that much in 30 years                                         
Paul was speaking Greek to him I suspect                                        
also that when                                                                  
that chief captain of the guard the                                             
roman heard paul speaking hebrew to the                                         
people that he knew what he was saying                                          
he's not going to allow paul to stand                                           
there and you know give this long speech                                        
in hebrew and he'd the chief captain of                                         
the guard who's keeping the peace is                                            
like i don't i don't know what he's                                             
saying and even earlier when there's the                                        
little dispute going on and paul is                                             
being arrested the chief captain of the                                         
guard the peace officer seems to know                                           
what they're talking about but there's                                          
no evidence at all that they're all                                             



speaking in hebrew so i think the the                                           
the answer is yes he was speaking in a                                          
human tongue probably probably hebrew                                           
but would not necessarily have had to                                           
bennett they dig my guess is they were                                          
they could speak all three of course                                            
when Jesus on the cross three languages                                         
above him great Hebrew and Latin those                                          
the languages of the day again I think                                          
probably that interacted very commonly                                          
as it does in many countries of the                                             
world today dr. tom in cambodia hebrews                                         
chapter 7 and verse 9 if i get us there                                         
there we go and Hebrews 7 9 Levi paid                                           
tithes in Abraham many teach that                                               
because Abraham was before the law                                              
tithing should be appropriate for the                                           
age of grace Hebrews chapter 7 verse 9                                          
and as I may say Levi also who receiveth                                        
ties paid tithes in Abraham okay Levi                                           
who receiveth ties that is the people of                                        
Israel gave their tithes to Levi and                                            
basically he is yeah he's saying that                                           
Levi was in Abraham he paid tithes in                                           
Abraham now because it was before the                                           
law                                                                             
is appropriate for the age of grace I                                           
would just deal with the logic of that                                          
particular issue if we can argue that                                           
that which is prior to the law is                                               
appropriate to the age of grace then                                            
would we not also have to argue for                                             
consistency sake that everything that                                           
was pre law and law must also be grace                                          
seems to me that that would be that                                             
which is consistent and yet what else                                           
was pre-law kosher foods were pre-law we                                        
know that because Noah was to take seven                                        
possibly pairs or seven animals we're                                           
not sure of the clean that is the kosher                                        
animals so is our kosher laws applicable                                        
today sacrificial laws were prior to the                                        
law we see Cain and Abel bringing their                                         
sacrifice                                                                       
therefore we should bring a sacrifice                                           
now obviously on these things you come                                          
and say no actually these things come to                                        
an end now someone might say oh yeah but                                        
on kosher laws when you get to Acts                                             
chapter 10 those laws are set aside and                                         
we're expressly told that you don't have                                        
to do that law anymore well what about                                          
first Corinthians our second Corinthians                                        
chapter 8 9 which is those generosity                                           
passages of Scripture and it says as a                                          
man purposeth in his heart                                                      
now the tide was not as you purpose in                                          
your heart the tithe was completely a                                           
law-based you moved the decimal point                                           
one place over to the left and that is                                          
your tithe now I say decimal point it                                           
actually was only for agricultural                                              



products in Israel                                                              
but furthermore I think if you want to                                          
say okay there was tithing prior to the                                         
law                                                                             
actually there was a single tithe we                                            
have nothing about Noah tithing and                                             
Enoch tithing and Abel tithing of the of                                        
the animals that he had there we have                                           
some sacrifices blood sacrifices that                                           
are given but we don't see any tithing                                          
here we have one instance in which                                              
Abraham or is it Abram ability of his                                           
Abraham by this point Abraham gives an                                          
offering a tithe to Melchizedek one time                                        
and actually he is giving a tithe of                                            
he's giving it ten percent as of course                                         
we know what tithe means he's giving it                                         
tithe of everything he owns he is not                                           
giving a tide of his income you can go                                          
back and read the account of of Abraham                                         
there and he's not giving a tithe of his                                        
income you know why he didn't take                                              
anything it very specifically tells us                                          
that there he let he took no spoils of                                          
war he refused to take anything so he                                           
wasn't giving a tithe on that which he                                          
received in his bounty he was giving 10%                                        
of everything that he owned right then                                          
does anybody teach this anybody you know                                        
what yes we the tide has always been                                            
commanded okay well let's do it the way                                         
it commanded ten percent of all of your                                         
wealth needs to be given have you given                                         
that offering no nobody has nobody                                              
teaches that at all so and furthermore                                          
Levi who also receiveth ties that's                                             
where the ties went and Levi remember                                           
they went to Levi not to the local                                              
church but to Levi Levi the priestly                                            
tribe paid a tithes of the tithes to                                            
take care of the temple but there's so                                          
much pick-and-choose on this and so I                                           
think the logic of the argument falls                                           
apart although it's used a lot among                                            
those who want to                                                               
promote tithing certainly is used a lot                                         
but I think it's a it's a logical                                               
fallacy to bring it about Barney and                                            
Iowa yesterday you touched on the                                               
indwelling of the Holy Spirit can you                                           
expand on that first Corinthians chapter                                        
12 verse 13 I'm questioning the                                                 
indwelling of the Spirit as we've been                                          
taught before rightly dividing my friend                                        
Barney you are right to question it but                                         
if I question it too much I'll get                                              
myself in trouble with people who don't                                         
like to question we have to question one                                        
step at a time let's I speak as some of                                         
that of course in jest let's take a look                                        
at it we're we're we're not scared of                                           
those who believe that we must walk in a                                        



narrow frame of theology we're going to                                         
walk in the broad frame of the                                                  
scriptures first Corinthians 12:13 for                                          
by one spirit                                                                   
we're baptized into one body whether we                                         
be Jews or Gentiles whether we be bond                                          
or free and we have been made to drink                                          
into one spirit                                                                 
now again you could probably question                                           
whether or not that last spirit there                                           
where that we're talking about or we're                                         
just drinking of one spirit and even at                                         
the beginning by one spirit we are                                              
baptized so let's let's start there                                             
let's just really go to the edge there                                          
are we baptized by the Holy Ghost is                                            
that what this verse says could this                                            
verse say we were we were immersed into                                         
one body we became one body by one                                              
spirit now is that the Holy Spirit it                                           
could be but it also says you and I all                                         
have the same spirit when we come to                                            
this body we come immersing ourselves                                           
into this body in the same spirit that                                          
is to hear the word of the Lord rightly                                         
divided that's our spirit I think that                                          
you could not make it make an argument                                          
that it the                                                                     
there again got word studies of the Holy                                        
Spirit by Bollinger that speaks of this                                         
passage with Numa because it speaks of                                          
all the passages with Numa in it but                                            
let's take it by the holy spirits so                                            
let's just call it the Holy Ghost here                                          
for by one Holy Ghost we are baptized                                           
into one body whether we be Jews or                                             
Gentiles whether we be bond or free and                                         
we have all been made to drink into one                                         
Holy Ghost now that then does not say                                           
the Holy Ghost has entered into us it                                           
says that we by the Holy Ghost are                                              
baptized into the body and we are made                                          
to drink of the Holy Ghost I don't think                                        
you would argue that this is how we get                                         
the spirit within us as we drink it                                             
that's a different spirit but I you know                                        
you you do have I think good reason to                                          
question the the standard teaching of                                           
the indwelling of the Holy Ghost let me                                         
read Bullinger word Studies on the Holy                                         
Ghost Holy Spirit and see if we can come                                        
up with there but I like I like the way                                         
you concluded the question I'm                                                  
questioning the indwelling Holy Spirit                                          
as we've been taught before rightly                                             
dividing the problem with it the way                                            
we've been taught is it always leads to                                         
some kind of manifestation of the Holy                                          
Ghost and that's of course what you see                                         
in first Corinthians and should that                                            
manifestation be there well no we                                               
wouldn't say no it shouldn't be there                                           



okay what about this indwelling so yeah                                         
we end up with all sorts of problems                                            
there I applaud you for being willing to                                        
step out on the edge there and take a                                           
look at that dr. Tom if tithing isn't                                           
for the age of grace how do you teach                                           
giving such that the church members are                                         
able to support the church this issue                                           
right here                                                                      
was actually the crisis point in my                                             
journey towards dispensationalism as                                            
many of you know I was a evangelical                                            
Southern Baptist did things the typical                                         
evangelical Southern Baptist way Polly                                          
wants a cracker and so I taught tithing                                         
I taught tithing pretty strongly                                                
I taught tithing pretty clearly and I                                           
taught tithing as biblical I almost I                                           
say almost didn't even know that there                                          
was another option I do remember one                                            
time I was working for a fellow who's a                                         
friend today Dan Harwell was his name                                           
in college and after work I didn't have                                         
a car that day or something for some                                            
reason he gave me a ride back to the                                            
college campus on the way we stopped at                                         
the Taco Bell and we were eating he was                                         
so kind of generous to buy me Taco Bell                                         
but we had a conversation there I                                               
remember the conversation to this day                                           
and we were talking about tithing and I                                         
said you know you got a tithe tithing is                                        
biblical and Dan said no it's not we're                                         
we're in an age of grace he was dead he                                         
was a member of a Bible Church that was                                         
teaching decent dispensationalism if not                                        
right division and he tried to explain                                          
and I totally rejected that was the                                             
first time I'd ever heard that anybody                                          
who was a Christian would reject tithing                                        
I was immersed in all of it so then as                                          
later many many years later because at                                          
that time I probably was I don't know 20                                        
or 21 years old many many years later                                           
excuse me I began to study the Word of                                          
God for myself and I began to realize Oh                                        
free from the law oh wait that's all                                            
sounds good but then I realized tithing                                         
is in the law what am I gonna do and                                            
then I realize that first you know                                              
current days of sin card ends 8 9 and                                           
the liberal                                                                     
plenty of giving or the generosity of                                           
the the the as a man purpose in his                                             
heart of that and it really that was the                                        
crisis point for me everybody has a                                             
crisis point in dispensationalism and                                           
they have this crisis point in                                                  
dispensationalism because it it it                                              
doesn't just go with the standard                                               
gobbledygook that comes at down from you                                        
know on high from the ivory tower and                                           



this is what you're supposed to believe                                         
in what you're supposed to accept and so                                        
you run into the Bible teaches this but                                         
I've always heard that this is what                                             
Barney was dealing with a moment ago and                                        
as a preacher I think this is why                                               
preachers don't become                                                          
dispensationalists evangelical preachers                                        
don't become dispensationalist because                                          
that rocks my world well I mean we're                                           
talking about the the money that comes                                          
into the church and if we're talking                                            
about the money that comes into the                                             
church we're talking about my salary and                                        
what in the world is going to happen how                                        
a members going to support the church I                                         
remember when I was dealing with this I                                         
finally came to say okay I'm gonna go                                           
with the scripture and I'm gonna let the                                        
pieces fall where they may                                                      
now I'm a little more confident on it                                           
but now then obvious that was then                                              
I remember preaching a series of sermons                                        
called it had such a forceful title it                                          
was called an experiment in grace giving                                        
and what I did I wouldn't fully agree                                           
with my sermons today probably but it                                           
was definitely headed in the right                                              
direction what I did is lay out I think                                         
a four or five sermon series and I laid                                         
out our freedom from the law of tithe                                           
and the freedom that we have today to                                           
give as we have purposed in his heart                                           
and God loves a cheerful Giver and the                                          
the laws of sowing and reaping things                                           
that are built in all of that and                                               
basically I very timidly said let's try                                         
it let's just try it now I've gone far                                          
enough today that I am much more strong                                         
in the position of course which is why                                          
we want to kind of be kind to people who                                        
are making                                                                      
journey towards us theologically you                                            
know why beat them over the head because                                        
they may just go back to the evangelical                                        
parrot but tried it and and now been                                            
teaching grace giving for years and what                                        
I have learned is there's an old saying                                         
that was probably taught by tides and                                           
preachers but nonetheless it's a good                                           
saying those sang was trust the Lord and                                        
tell the people so I have learned you                                           
just put the need out there you say give                                        
as you purpose in your heart and there's                                        
there's never any pressure in all of                                            
that you take away the manipulation the                                         
guilt that comes from tithing teaching                                          
you take all of that away and what I                                            
found is our church hasn't gone broke                                           
yet and you know there are lean times                                           
just like there always have been lean                                           
times and God you know comes along and                                          



uses some person who's purposed in their                                        
heart to provide and it happens so truth                                        
is it works and and then I think as                                             
pastors it's just kind of our                                                   
responsibility to we are a leader so I                                          
want to be careful how I say this but                                           
basically to go with the flow to roll                                           
with the punches and if there are lean                                          
times in your church it might be for a                                          
number of different reasons maybe even                                          
some of those legitimate reasons so                                             
rather than beating those people on the                                         
head just say to the people hey people                                          
guess what it's tighter than it used to                                         
be we used to be able to buy paper                                              
plates now we're not gonna do that                                              
anymore at the at the fellowship supper                                         
you know we got glass dishes will wash                                          
them we're gonna save a little money or                                         
could everybody please bring your own                                           
plate because we can't afford the place                                         
and or to say hey we wouldn't have                                              
potluck but honestly the you know the                                           
underlying expenses for us having the                                           
potluck is about fifty two dollars and                                          
ninety five cents I'm gonna set the                                             
plate over there we're gonna go ahead if                                        
you're ok with it people we're gonna go                                         
ahead and spin the fifty to ninety five                                         
I'm gonna set the plate over there and I                                        
think it'll come in and guess what fifty                                        
four bucks that that's what it'll come                                          
in                                                                              
people-people step up to the plate I                                            
think when we trust people give them the                                        
legitimacy they step up to the plate and                                        
I am grateful for that but it's a scary                                         
thing to wean a church off those tithing                                        
testimonies that are scuse me tithing                                           
passages of Scripture that we're always                                         
considering there okay Jen tea from                                             
Finland I think that this may be the                                            
last last question of the day                                                   
Jen tease question regarding the death                                          
and resurrection of Jesus which                                                 
scripture said is let's see well which                                          
which scripture is Paul referring to in                                         
1st Corinthians 15 verse 4 about the                                            
burial and resurrection of Jesus okay                                           
first let's check that out first                                                
Corinthians chapter 15 verse 4 and that                                         
he was buried and that the third day Oh                                         
see and and that he and that he rose and                                        
that the third day at court                                                     
oh if I could only read it's partly                                             
because I'm picking up in the beginning                                         
in the middle of a sentence how that                                            
Christ died for our sins according to                                           
the scriptures that he was buried and                                           
that he rose again the third day                                                
according to the scriptures okay so so                                          
which scriptures is it that speak of the                                        



resurrection once again I want to pull                                          
up my particular notes on this and I'm                                          
gonna show you here what I've given this                                        
is my notes and I said according to the                                         
scriptures okay I saved some examples                                           
genesis 3:15 Psalm 22 Psalm 69 Isaiah 56                                        
Isaiah 53 Daniel 9:26 Zechariah 12:10                                           
Zechariah 13:7                                                                  
now am i right in all those some of                                             
those may                                                                       
be a little stretch like genesis 3:15 I                                         
will put enmity between thee and the                                            
woman between thy seed and her seed it                                          
shall bruise thy head and thou shalt                                            
bruise his heel now the heel bruise is                                          
what I said I put that together and say                                         
okay he's going to die but he is going                                          
to rise again now that's not a clear                                            
teaching of that it just gives a                                                
foundational teaching for the ultimate                                          
resurrection some of these are entire                                           
chapters 22 and 69 but Isaiah 50 verse 6                                        
I gave my back to the spiders and my                                            
cheeks to them that plucked off my head                                         
I okay that's really more of a reference                                        
to I see what I've got going here when                                          
they there this is the resurrection when                                        
I was looking at the how that Christ                                            
died for our sins so Psalm 16:10 pardon                                         
me there Psalm 16:10 for thou wilt not                                          
leave thy soul in Hell neither will thou                                        
suffer thine Holy One to see corruption                                         
that is also used in Acts chapter 2 now                                         
as you can see the holy one there that                                          
is an interpretive matter but even the                                          
Messianic Jews are asking me even the                                           
Jews would say this is a messianic                                              
passage so he's not going to see                                                
corruption ah it's going to rise again                                          
Isaiah 53 verse 10 it pleased the Lord                                          
to bruise him he hath put him to grief                                          
when thou shalt make his soul an                                                
offering for sin he shall see his seed                                          
he shall prolong his days and the                                               
pleasure of the Lord shall prosper in                                           
his hand so we've got the putting of the                                        
to death but then we've got the                                                 
prospering that comes after that some of                                        
the passages that are given there John                                          
to verse 22 I put up when Jesus when                                            
when therefore he was risen from the                                            
dead his disciples remember                                                     
that he had said this unto them and they                                        
believed the scripture and the word                                             
which Jesus had said now that is they                                           
believed the scripture about the                                                
resurrection and the word which Jesus                                           
has said you have to go back into junk                                          
to 22 now that is from my previous study                                        
there perhaps we could find some more                                           
and let me give you two resources on                                            
that first of all for those of you who                                          



have the Lagos Bible study Logos Bible                                          
Software if you don't have it get the                                           
free version don't pay don't pay without                                        
talking to me but get the free version                                          
and then you are able to go to the                                              
online version of Lagos and click your                                          
account and then look for groups and                                            
request membership in Randy white                                               
ministries and then go to documents and                                         
then get Randy white exegetical notes                                           
these notes in yellow then will download                                        
into your Lagos Bible software and you                                          
would be able to pull that up just like                                         
that if you didn't catch that                                                   
click rewind and play that for a moment                                         
and if you have a problem doing that                                            
Randy at Randy white ministries o RG now                                        
that's one way you'll see what I had to                                         
say about it but let's also check one of                                        
my favorite resources is the Treasury of                                        
Scripture knowledge it's available on                                           
the internet free it's available in                                             
logger software probably comes with a                                           
free version I'm not totally sure and                                           
you can get the paper copy through                                              
dispensational publishing but the                                               
treasury of scripture knowledge I keep a                                        
shortcut to it right there we'll just go                                        
to first Corinthians chapter 15 verse 4                                         
and according to the scripture this is                                          
where you would pick up right here                                              
according to the scripture now it's got                                         
all of these scriptures that it gives                                           
now I may have gone through some of this                                        
fact I think I had some 1610 did I not                                          
I did I probably went through and picked                                        
the ones that I thought were the best on                                        
here I may have disagreed on some of                                            
them and some of them got into New                                              
Testament Scriptures so I set those                                             
aside like let's see first Peter                                                
searching what or what manner of time                                           
the Spirit of Christ would which was in                                         
them did signify when he testified                                              
beforehand the sufferings of Christ and                                         
the glory that should follow now here if                                        
I was studying this passage I would then                                        
go to first Peter chapter 1 verse 11                                            
let's just do it very quickly in the                                            
treasury of scripture knowledge and I                                           
would further here's the glory okay                                             
I would then check out these passages as                                        
well the glory set before it and to do                                          
all of those passages previous passages                                         
that work let me back up here again to                                          
the first corinthians and treasury of                                           
scripture knowledge so let's say I take                                         
Psalm 16:10 that will not leave my soul                                         
in hell well let's go to in treasury of                                         
Scripture knowledge then Psalm 16:10 and                                        
speaks a little bit about Hell you know                                         
and so that will not leave my soul in                                           



hell okay I probably want to check out                                          
these passages of Scripture and see if                                          
they provide anything so here's the                                             
problem with treasury of scripture                                              
knowledge one thing leads to another and                                        
before long you're out of time but this                                         
is one of the reasons I say this is a                                           
great resource                                                                  
take your King James Bible and your                                             
treasury of scripture knowledge the                                             
reason I say King James here is because                                         
treasure scripture knowledge is built                                           
upon the King James it becomes confusing                                        
if you use another translation so take                                          
your King James Bible and your treasure                                         
is Scripture knowledge and you literally                                        
with no training you can follow those                                           
passages through and you can make a                                             
great Bible study and and so you say you                                        
know he said raised again according to                                          
the scriptures I want to spend the next                                         
35 minutes going through those script                                           
and let's start out in Psalm chapter 2                                          
verse 7 you will not leave my soul up to                                        
do to decay oh well that leads us to                                            
some you know 9 17 or 49 50 what's                                              
that's 49 15 but God will redeem my soul                                        
from the power of the grave okay I do                                           
not now I want to go to Psalm 49 and say                                        
is that messianic is he talking about my                                        
soul the Messiah from the power of the                                          
grave and build an argument there using                                         
that just you know very basic resource                                          
very basic resource which took a lot of                                         
time in carrying out so I appreciate                                            
that                                                                            
oops excuse me that question there dr.                                          
Tom thank you so much okay I think that                                         
we have did we oh here's this this goes                                         
way back and I should have followed                                             
these comments because our friend Brian                                         
was on previously anyway I don't know if                                        
he's still with us but he said the lxx                                          
inserts romans 3 13 through 18 into                                             
psalms 14 3 there by including o thereby                                        
indicating that the lxx was written                                             
after romans very very good and brian                                           
has done again a very good work it's                                            
another one that we want to get into                                            
print someday a very good work on the                                           
inspiration and the preservation of                                             
Scripture the revelation the inspiration                                        
of the preservation of Scripture just a                                         
fantastic series there thanks Brian for                                         
doing that and forgiving that so so that                                        
then would question the assumptions on                                          
some of the the claims of how ancient                                           
the LX is x is the Septuagint is at                                             
least some versions of it and obviously                                         
that would be something that would take                                         
a bit of research to take care of                                               
speaking of research                                                            



maybe the naked communist is what you'd                                         
like to read this summer as we approach                                         
the 4th of July and you can get that on                                         
sale at dispensational publishing when                                          
you go to read the blog land that I love                                        
part 1 there's gonna be seven parts here                                        
young Nathan Burr has written this you                                          
can click on the blog right there you                                           
can read his little blog article and                                            
then you can say oh yeah and then while                                         
I'm here I want to go right here and I                                          
want to click on the naked communist and                                        
I want to save 25% and it's 20 dollars                                          
and 21 cents for some good reading or                                           
maybe you say hey granddaughter you're                                          
16 years old you're walking around here                                         
like you're bored I tell you what you                                           
read this book you and I discuss it                                             
I'll buy the book for 20 bucks after you                                        
read it I will buy it back from you at                                          
full price and I'll pay you $50 all the                                         
sudden you have as a capitalist got your                                        
granddaughters attention and she'll read                                        
the naked communist check it out                                                
exposing communism and restoring freedom                                        
has nothing to do with dispensationalism                                        
has to do with worldview and I sell                                             
books that I like thanks for being with                                         
us here today I kept you over time and                                          
sorry about that sorry not sorry                                                
hope you're not sorry as well always a                                          
delight to be with you Randy white                                              
ministries dot RG sign up for our                                               
retreat got room for you we'd love to                                           
see you at our Branson retreat as we                                            
talk to Psalms wall-to-wall coverage of                                         
the Psalms I look forward to that thanks                                        
for being with us here today you pray                                           
for our Vacation Bible School at Taos                                           
First Baptist Church going on this week                                         
even among coronis care is where                                                
everybody's hiding under the table with                                         
a mask on we're going from Vacation                                             
Bible School god bless you we'll see you                                        
soon                                                                            
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


